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There are two parts to this exercise. First, we present an interpretation of the data herein by a traditional archaeologist of dubious ability and arrogant self-assurance. You are to decide whether you disagree with his interpretation, and if so, to critique it (hint: if you can find nothing to disagree with, you might consider dropping the course). Second, you are to present your own enlightened interpretation, using the kinds of logic and methods we have discussed in class.
The data consist of materials from ten site types in the region of southern Scandaweegia. Site descriptions and a map of the area are included. Here is the interpretation you are to critique.
Report on a Set of Sites from Southern Scandaweegia
By Dr. O. B. Whau
	The occupation of this area can be divided into three distinct chronological periods: the Olgan, Olafian, and the Gotterdammerungian.
I.	The Olgan Phase (Site Type 10)
	Site 10 is obviously of a very early phase, as shown by the quantities of primitive stone tools and the lack of other cultural remains. The Olgan Scandaweegians used up large amounts of the best local flint and did little else worthy of note.
	Flint bifaces present in Site Type 2 (see below) are evidence of a previous component of that site which was contemporary with Site 10, and was disturbed and overlaid by the later occupation.
II.	The Olafian Phase (Site Types 8 and 9)
	The Olafian Phase was a time of cultural and technological advancement. There was yet some fine flint in the region; Olafian tools are tools of quality. Here people lived year round on the river's shady banks, subsisting on fish. They buried their dead in the hills beyond the river. The vast amounts of debris at these sites points to an occupation of several hundred years duration.
III.	The Gotterdammerungian Phase (Site Types 1 through 7)
	The Olafian idyll ended in tragedy. After a long and tranquil existence as fishermen, the people were forced to abandon their way of life. I infer two reasons for this change: the depletion of the flint supply and a severe climatic deterioration. This final phase can be further divided into five chronologically ordered sub-phases.
A. Sub-phase Helga (Site Types 1 through 4)
	Forced to leave Sites 8 and 9, the people went forth into the wilderness of woods and swamp to hunt and forage for their survival. The pitifully small size of many of these sites suggests that many people had already died of starvation. A scarcity of good flint is evidence in the smaller number of fine tools.
B. Sub-phase Hulga (Site Type 5)
	The condition of life worsened; the flint was almost gone. At last the Scandaweegians had to undertake a migration to the coast. Site Type 5 are temporary camps (hence the lack of structures) occupied during the great eastward march.
C. Sub-phase Hilda (Site Type 6)
	Having reached the coast, the people had to subsist on a diet of shellfish. At first, the situation seemed to improve; there was a rise in population. But there was hardly any flint left at all, and people began to suffer protein-poisoning form eating nothing but shellfish.
D. Sub-phase Leif (Site Type 7)
	The outlook was bleak. The few surviving inhabitants of Scandaweegia moved out to the points, built boats, and sailed away (possibly to Minnesota).
E. Sub-phase Gone
	Scandaweegia, deserted, awaits the arrival of civilization.
***
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PART ONE: In not more than one typed page, provide a concise and reasoned critique of Dr. Whau's interpretation. You may wish, for instances, to discuss his assumptions about the range of activities carried out at a given site, his chronology, etc. In particular, try and determine whether there is some initial assumption(s) which, by virtue of being wrong, leads the rest of the interpretation astray.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PART TWO: Present your interpretation of the same data. Be concise. You should start with a brief review of the chronology of the sites. The major emphasis should be on assessing the nature of each site (what activities are represented, possible seasonality, size of the occupying group, etc.).
The basic data are presented on the following pages. Dr. Whau may lie, but the evidence doesn't. You may accept all that you are about to read as true and accurate.
Description of Site Types:
1. 
Structures: A single circular structure with an internal hearth
	Fauna:		beaver, bear, small amount of deer
	Tool Assemblage:	projectile points, knives,large quantities of low quality chert, small quantities of high quality flint
2.
Structures: One large, heavy-walled, rectangular structure;	series of internal hearths 	storage pits
	Fauna:		beaver, deer, bear, fish
	Tool Assemblage:	knives, scrapers, drills, abraders:large broken daggers (high quality flint), lots of fine flint debris, 	a few flint bifaces
3.
 Structures: Single circular structure with a single internal hearth
	Fauna:		elk, some deer, some bear
	Tool Assemblage:	projectile points, knives; large quantities of low quality flint, some high quality slate
4. 
Structures: One large, heavy-walled, circular structure; a series of internal hearths,	storage pits
	Fauna:		elk, deer, some bear, some bird
	Tool Assemblage:	knives, drills, scrapers, abraders; large broken daggers (slate), 	lots of fine slate debris, very little fine flint
5. 
Structures: No habitation structures, a few scattered hearths, light scatter of site debris
	Fauna:		duck, geese
	Tool Assemblage:	projectile points, knives; low quality flint.
6. 
Structures: No enclosed habitation structures, wind breaks, shell mounds, site debris 	covers an extensive area
	Fauna:		fish, shellfish
	Tool Assemblage:	very few stone tools; North side of river: low quality flint, South site of river: low and high quality flint
7. 
Structures: Small tent-like structures, numerous hearths
	Fauna:		whale, seal, walrus
	Tool Assemblage:	bone harpoons; Northern site, a few small slate knives, Southern site, a few small flint knives
8. 
Structures: Tent-like structures, many hearths, fish weirs
	Fauna:		vast quantities of salmon bone
	Tool Assemblage:	simple flake tools of low quality flint, A few high quality flint and slate knives
9.	Hill Top Cemetery -- see below--
10. 
Structures: No architectural remains
	Fauna:		none
	Tool Assemblage:	massive quantities of fine flint debris, large stone hammers (granite), large fine flint bifaces

Hill Top Cemetery (Site 9)
The graves in this prehistoric Scandaweegian cemetery are spatially divided into a northern and a southern cluster. Some of the individuals present are described below.
South Side Cluster:
THREE ADULT MALES: 	Grave goods:	all have fine slate daggers; Two have bone harpoons, One has bear tusk ornament.  Other goods-- stone blades, axes, snail shells, amber ornaments, red ochre, round rocks.
TWO ADULT FEMALES:	Grave goods:all have elk tooth pendants. Other goods-- bone awls, needles, amber ornaments, perforated animal tooth necklace, red ochre, round stones, snail shells
TWO SUB-ADULT MALES: 	Grave goods: red ochre, stone knives amber ornaments.
TWO SUB-ADULT FEMALES: 	Grave goods: all have beaver tooth pendants; amber ornaments, red ochre, bone needles
North Side Cluster:
TWO ADULT MALES: 	Grave goods:	both have fine flint daggers, one has a bone harpoon, one has a pair of elk antlers.Other goods-- red ochre, amber ornaments, various stone tools, bone spatulas, snail shell, dog bones
THREE ADULT FEMALES: 	Grave goods:	all have beaver tooth beaver tooth pendants. Other goods-- bone awls, needles, amber ornaments, red ochre, round stones, perforated animal tooth necklaces
TWO SUB-ADULT MALES:	Grave goods:	stone tools, red ochre, snail shells
TWO SUB-ADULT FEMALES:	Grave goods:	all have elk tooth pendants; perforated animal tooth necklace, amber ornaments, red ochre.
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